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F 'Y ... 

lflstrl,lctlon ~o sel Lhe Lwo digiLal displays on Ltle main 

control panel of B 18 

CD This' (le{t:.liand) display wJttl 3 'dig.jt~ is to be used' for 
setting the sheet gap. The distance you actually set on 
the display is the distance from the front edge of one 
sheet to the front edge of the next following sheet. I.e. 
sheet len~ and gap. 

This distance is to be set in cm's into the display. 
and its equivalent must be made from the inch sysytem 
lnto~,the metric system. by two. 

Eilampfe: 	 If sheet 1s 28" long and you require a gap 
of 4" = total 1tng 32" ,CD
32" x 5 ; 160 : 2 =~BO cm's to be stored into 

f2'This (right-hand) display with 2 digits is to be used 
~to set the vacuum len~, i.e. the length. of vacuum of 

which the suction wheel is in contan wittlthe sheet 
(in C01:'S). You usaully set your display to approximately 
1/3 of the sheet lengtt. By use of the above ci ted example 
it would be 23 em's. This settiilg"m;ay be used for all sheet 
sizes up from 20" to the maximum. 
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The MBO bucldi fOlding NClllne B 18 has been developed to process' 
paper sheets in the $ize from 10 x 15 cm1s to 46 x 65 cm's 
(4" x 6" to 18 11 X 26') wtlOO pile feeder is used. The speed of 
sheet infeed aay ~ Adjusted without steps, since it varies 
according to,the sheet sIze or type of fold. 

The basic machine,CQnsists of a pile feeder and the well-proved 
MBa lattice-type altgRMeOt table. 

,The parallel unit consists of four fast-setting buckle plates 
with fixed swing deflectors and new sheet stop rtdjustment. 
well-proven H80 '5piral fold rollers with noiseproofed belt drive 

. with caliper $etting located on top of the machine, as 'Well as 
solId knive shafts which May, due to plug bearings, ~uicKly be 
replaced. 

The 8-page unit consists of a mobile buckle folding unit with 
awn drive, crosS c~rrier and maximum working width of 46 011 1s 

18 "). four buckle plates, etc. (as described above). 

'The 16-page unitli a X-knife folding unit with belt drive. 
system and an electronically controllGftd knife. Its maximum 
working width 1s 49 cals ( 18 "). This unit may also be 
used as the a-page unit and may be hooked· onto the parallel 

, unit. The MOtorized delivery may be hooked on and it has 
electronic speed control. 

The fallowing·de~cri~tlon of the machine (from the feeder 
to the delivery) is made in consecutive order to give to the 
operator a better understanding for the machine procedure. 
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([) 	 :: Main $Witch 

:: Air pump.(2) 
:: Em.rge~y stop@) 
:: Machine _,of" (stop)(0 
;;; Machin, ,on' (slor t)® 

CD 
® ;:- Pilot light tor <V 

;;; Shee/. feed- button 

-. Vacuum Itll9th® 
:: Sheet· gap I.® 

@ 	 :: Pi~' 	lilt up-down 

z: Pilof light tot'0® .- . 
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·Settl.ns of Sheet Gap 

-i iUAul
1 

0 10 1<I rn 
ah.ell.ngtl'i ..t let 

/;,r«1 
6 020 10 

8 025 12 

10 030 15 

12 035 18 

14 040 20 

16 045 24 

18 . 050 25 

20 055 27 

22 060 30 

24 065 30 

'26 070 30 

28 075 30 

30 080 30 
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The self-contiined pile table lIl3y be loaded from two sides 
and hi controlled ,Q.r II electric IOOtor. The pi le stop. which. 
is located at the be¥ing block (right upper side) 1s to be 
se~ to the half of ~ sheet size by use of the scale. The 
right sheet guide bar (lPQled) behind the sheet stop is also 
~nted to this pile stop. 

The pile table .ay be MOVed up or down by use of the selector 
switch. which 1s located at the control panel. The table is 
stopped 1n tts lowest position by _a limit switch (ma~imum 
height of pile.is iipprox111lately 66 em's). How the sheets, 
which should be aerated sufficiently. may be pre-pi led. There
after. turn the selector switch for UP-movement of the pile 
table (switch reaains in this position). The height control. 
or rather turn-off of transport to the upper direction. 
is controlled by a .icroswitch. If the pile is approximately 
10-12 _IS off frOIG the suction wheel. he should stop. If the 
pile is uneven the distance may be changed by re-setting the height 
of the microswitch. 

Then affix the left sheet guide bar (angled). This bar should 
be approxiaately 3 MliS off from side of pile in order to 
avoid squeezing of the top sheets and to aid good ventilation 
of the sheets~ The .icroswitch. which is located on the rear 
end of the pile (centre) avoids, floating of the sheets if 
they ire exces$lvely v,enttlated. 

The two guldebars which are located on the left and right 
upper edge of the pile, may be adjusted in their height by 
Knurled screws. These bars should be placed as deep as 
possible on top of the pile edges to avoid any leaking of the 
air blast and. furthe~re. to make sure that the sheets are 
ventilated up to their rear end. 
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~ ~jr preS$ury:>...~~ ~p is to be turned ON by use. of 

· 51dtch no. 2 tt t;balMtl ~trol panel. Open the required air

· clips. which are placed on tbe air tube at the front of the pile. 

TOO quantity of tlr.~ld be proportioned in such a manner that 

approximately 5 toto sheets of the· pile are thoroughly venti

lated. The air· tube Ii1 be adjusted up or down by tWisting the 

Knurled-head screw, which is located on the left side of the 

· air tUbe. The air tube 141 also be tilted by use of the lever • 

.. 	which is also located on the left side of the air tube. You 

may carry out the follOWing adjustments if the front edge of 

the sheet pile is bent down and to achieve a better result: 

The conveyance of VilCUURI from the suction wheel is controlled 


by a disk. which Is placed behind the suction wheel. Ared 

. . 

mark is located on this disk.. The same marKing is located on 

the housing beside ~. disk.. If these marKS are I ined up the 

~heets are ~ bt the suction wheel in their exact centre. 

A lever is l~ited on the front left-hand side of the disk. 

· for tdjustJieflt· of the exact suck-Off position. If the sheet 


bends·down you·should turn the red mark. towards the right 


(clockwise). The starting position for normal (even) pile is. 


when the 2 red ~rks below the suction wheel are lined up_ 


Double sheet control: 

· The double sheet control is located on front of the alignment 


table. A lever 1~ located it the side of the double sheet 
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control which is .tQ be used to insert a piece of paper below 

the feeler screw. This piece of paper is to be taKen from the 

pile ~ich hi ~1.P9 processed. In order to exactly adjust the 

double sheet control you should turn ON the machine. Place 

one paper strip (ffQ.li1l the pile which is to be processed) 

underneath the ctliper. thereby preventing to interrupt the 

sheet lnfeed !Qech4ni5ll. If two paper strips are placed between 

the caliper and the lower fold roller, then the sheet infeed 

should interrupt (machine sti 11 keeps running). If a readjust

ment becomes necessary, this may be carried out by use of the 

~nurled-head.screw. In order to lift or drop the caliper, and 

to grant thenecessarysensttivity. 

Alignment table: 

If a sheet is leaving the pile, i} is running on the alignment 

~. This tape carries the sheet towards the parallel unit 

to the side gulde. You lIIay adjust the side lay by using the 

two plastics.crews which are located at the guiding bloc~ of the 

IIIdchine. Set the machine to one-half of the sheet size by use 

of the guiding .shaft. This set-up should correspond with the 

setting of the pile stop at the pile table. You may use the 

flne adjustlllents fo.r .inor settings. which is located at the 

bearing block of~he side guide. You may equip the ball rail 

with either plastiC or steel balls to keep the sheets close 

to the side lay. The first five holes of the ball rai I (from 

suction wheel to the machine) should always contain st~el 

balls 1n order to exert sufficient pressure onto the sheet 

, and to increase the speed of infeed. How insert plastic balls 
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after the first five iteel balls when you process light paper. 

KediUIII and heavy *'gllt. PAPer ~ts require steel balls as 

lOch as necessary. 

To achieve exact foldings in the a-page unit, it is absolutely 

JleCessary that tile $beets are inserted (infeed) in a right 

angle from the tllgnmenttable into the buckle plates of the a-page 

unit. There is an adjustment at the side guide (close to the 

double sheet control) to set the guide into a corresponding 

angularity to the fold rollers. It requires that you loosen 

the 'pltstic knob. which thereafter enables you to set the 

. correct position at the eccentric bush. 

Parallel unit: 

The sheet Is leaVing the alignment table towards the parallel 


unit where it, ·due to the bucKle plates and deflectors, ob


tains one or .ultiple folds. All buck~e plates are bearing 


scale Marks to 5et tOe,sheet stops into the cor~esponding 


length of the fold. and which are equipped with swing deflectors 


which Iftay be brought easily into their required position. 


Buckle plates: 

With buckle plate no. 1 t 2 you may achieve a folding length 


of approximately 21 M, with all other buckle plates approxi


lately 14M. The.inlmum size of product of each buckle plate 

.' 

1s approximatelY 1.511 
• 
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How you ascertain which buckle plate is to be used: 

fold a sheet by haM of the job to be processed. Prepare the 

necessary folds ~ich ire required for this job. Check the 

imposition and deteJ'lline the head and side lay of the sheet. 

Select the buckle plate(s) which are necessary for the re

quired fold and adjust the buckle Dlate(s} in accordance to 

the hand-folded sheet. 

Setting of buckle plates or deflector~ 

After d~tenQining which buckle plate is required for a certain 

job, you set the deflectors into position. You lower the de

flectors at the buckle plates which are not required. and you lift 

the deflectors of the buckle plates which are required. This 

occurs as follows: 

loosen the grip which is located at operator's side to set 

the buckle plates, respectively deflectors. into position. 

Each buckle plate has its own grip. You pull the buckle 

. plate away frOll! the fold roDers and "swing" the deflector 

.into tbe required position. 

Setting of the sheet stop: 

The shert stoP$ may be adjusted by a handwheel in order to 

correspond to the differenttmpositions within each range 

of the buckle plate. Set according to scale or marKs. 
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MBD 


This paragraPh has been prepared to assist the machine operator. 

We 	 have not made the attempt to show all kinds of folding i_

positions which can be made on the folder. If it appears to be 

necessary you may. 1n addition to those we are showing you, 

fold various types of impositions. 

The buckle plates which are used at the parallel- and 8-page 

unit are marked as 1st. 2nd, 3rd and 4th. The calipers for 

setting the buckle plates and knife shafts are located on top 

of each subsequent side frame, and are numbered continuously: 

Caliper no. 1 moves the fold roller no. 2, and caliper no. 2 

moves the fold roller no. 3, and so forth. 

To 	make the base setting of the fold rollers with the calipers 

you proceed as follows: 

.} driW back III buckle plates from the fold rollers 
bl insert a paper (equal to the sheets to be processed)

below eacb CAliper on bOth sides of the machine 
c) prepare a paper strip (2M) with the same k.ind of paper 

which is to be folded. and insert it between the stationary 
fold rollers no. 1 t 2, however, staying away from both 
ends of the fold rollers approximately 3 1/2" 

d) 	 turn the handwheel of the machine into the direction to 
which the sheets are usually running and. at the same time,
feel the pull of the paper strip 

e) 	The pull·back of tile paper strip should be 1 ightly and 
never so strong that the paper strip tears off while you
are tuming the handwheelwith one, and hold the paper 
strip with the other hand 

f} if you tum the adjustment knob ClOCKwise, then the pull 
of the fold rollers decrease, if you turn the knob counter
clocl:;wise~ then the pull is increasing 
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g) 	 after this procedure has been carried out at all fold 
rollers including the knife shafts, you may set the 
scale of the calipers to O-position by holding the 
caliper and turning the graduated collar to the O-marking 

h) 	 if it becomes necessary to increase or decrease the 
exertion of the roller pressure onto the paper sheet you 
may carry out minor readjustments by returning to the 
O-setting previously made. 

Illustration . 1 

Four pages parallel "buckle plate on top" 

Caliper no. 1: insert single thickness of paper 

Caliper no. 2 - 6: insert double thickness of paper 

Sheet stop no. 1: adjust to 1/2 of the sheet length 

Deflectors no. 2 - 4: set into position 

llel "buckle ate at bottom 

Caliper no. + 2: insert single thickness of paper 

Caliper no. 3 6: insert double thickness of paper 

Sheet stop no. 2: adjust to 1/2 of sheet length 

Deflector no. 1: set into position 

(Two up or multiple up may be folded and cutted on the 

folding machine). 

Illustration no. 2 

Double parallel fold, 8 pages 

Caliper nQ. 1 : insert single thickness of paper 

Caliper nQ. 2 : insert double thickness of paper 

Cliper no. 3 - 6: insert quadruple thickness of paper 

Sheet stop no. 1 : adjust to 1/2 of sheet length 

Sheet stop no. 2: adjust to 1/4 of sheet length 

Deflectors no. 3 + 4: Set into position 
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Illustration no.l a 

Parallel fold,' pa9,!$ 

Caliper no. 1 + 2: lp$ert single thtckness of paper 

Caliper no. 3 - 6: insert triple thicKness of paper 

Sheet stop no. 1: adjust to 2/3 of sheet length 

Sheet stop no. 2: idJust to 113 of sheet length 
. , 

Deflectors no. 3+ 4: set into position 

Not e : This imposition requires that the operator is Keeping 
a large sheet gap (see setting of sheet gap). 

Illustration no. 3 b 

Parallel fold. 6 P!Q!s 

Caliper no. 1 - 3: insert Single thickness of paper 

Caliper no. 4 - 6: insert triple thiCKness of paper 

Sheet stop no. 1: adjust to 1/3 of sheet length 

Sheet stop no. 3: adjust to 1/3 of sheet length 

Deflectors no. 2 + 4: set into position 

Illustration no. 4 

Accordion fold,' 6 pages 

. Caliper no. 1 ... 2: lnsert single thiCKness of paper 

CalIper no. 3 - 6: \nsert triple thiCKness of paper 

Sheet stop no. 1 ... 2: adjust to 1/3 of sheet length 

Deflectors no. 3 + 4: set into position 
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Illistntioq.DOc" 5 
~ , . '* 

Accordloq f~l~r 8ea9!$ 


Caliper no. 1 • 3: lO$ert single thic~ness of paper 


Caliper no. " ~ 6: insert quadruple thic~ness of'paper 


Sheet stop no. 1 - 3: adjust to 1/3 of sheet length 


Deflector 00. 4: _set into position 


Illustration no.i
• 


Accordion fold, 10 paaes 


Caliper no. 1 - 4: insert single thic~ness of paper 


Caliper no. 5 + 6: insert quintuple thlc~ness of paper 


Sheet stop no. 1 - 4:,ldjust to 1/5 of sheet length 


IllustratIon no. 7 


Parallel fold. 12 'pages 


Caliper no. 1: insert single thickness of paper 


Caliper no. 2 - 4: insert double thickness of paper 


Caliper no. 5,+ 6: Insert sextuple thickness of paper 


Sheet stop no. l:idjust to 1/2 of sheet length 


Sheet stops no. i + 4: adjust to 1/6 of sheet length 


:' 	Deflector 00. 3: set Into position 

'Iiiustratlon no. 8,-8 pages 

Parallel section - adjust in accordance with illustration no. 1 

Adjust B-page section as follows: 


Caliper no. 1: insert double thicKness of paper 


Caliper no. 2 - 6: insert quadruple thickness of paper 


Sheet stop no. 1: adjust to 1/2 of sheet width 


Deflectors"no. 2 .. 4: will be used 
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If at a-page section II buckle plate at bottom II a fold is re

quired, adjUit i$ fQllow~: 

Caliper no. 1 + 2: ln$ert double thicKness of paper 

Cal1per no. 3 - 6: inwrt quadruple thickness of paper 

Deflector 00. 1: 1~ position 

Sheet stop 00.2:, ldj"5t to 1/2 of sheet width 

Deflectors no. 3 + 4: in position 

Illustration no. 9, 16 pages 

Set parallel section as described in illustration no. 2, and 

,adjust a-page wction as follows: 

Caliper no. 1: Insert quadruple thickness of paper 

Caliper no. 2 - 6: insert octuple thickness of paper 

Sheet stop no. 1: adjust to 1/2 of sheet width 

Deflectors no. 2. - 4: in position 

Illustration 00. 10. 12 pages right angle 

Set parallel wctlon as described in illustration no. 3 b. 

and adjust a-page section as follows: 

Caliper no. 1: insert quadruple thickness of paper 

Calipers no. 2 - 6: insert octuple thickness of paper 

Sheet stop no. 1: adjust to 112 of sheet width 

Deflectors no. 2 - 4: in posHion 

Illustration 110. 11! 12 pages accordion an.<!.Iight~ 

Set parallel section as described in illustration no. 4 

and adjust a-page section as follows: 
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Caliper no. 1: iRsert triple thickness of paper 

Calipers 00. 2 - 6: insert sextuple thickness of paper 

Sheet stop no. f: adjust to 1/2 of sheet width 

Deflectors no. ~ - 4: in position 



• 
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Buckle Plate 1 •., 
6 4 2 !1 ~ 1 Roller caliper 

Buckle Plate 3 .......... 
 A..~lf '[ 11"1!"V Stationary Roller == III 
r No. 10

N<eJ 0 
"0rtJ t§ 

10 
(I) 

12 Page, 

Parallel Fold Parallel Fold, 


~ Buckle Plate 2 12 Page, ~ 
RightAngle .......... 

• Buckle Plate 4 Q 
::J 
.... 

No.8 No.11No.1 S5:No.4 rr 

E7 

Q)
..... 
::J\fC) § (1) 

4 Page, 

Parallel Fold, 
 ::J 

6 Page, <V tJ ~ Q)Accordion Fold 
::J 

r 

8 Page, 12 Page, 
 ~ r Parallel Fold, Accordion Fold, (I)RightAngle Right Angle N1tJ S5:N~ 

Q) 

::J 
s:::8 Page, 8 Page, Q)Accordion Fold Double Parallel Fold ......• rr 

NO.6 r 
r 
 N'(Lj
No.3 

\lCQ 
~ .......

CllCQq:J 

16 Page, ~ ~Q~ 
Double Parallel Fold, 
RightAngle10 Page, 6 Page, 

Accordion Fold Parallel Fold 
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How to a:;semble and disassemble knive shafts: 

The perforating-. scoring- (creasing), cutting- and trimming 

devices as well as the transport rollers are installed onto 
the knife shafts. These shafts are developed to the effect 
that they easily may be taken-off from the folding unit, if 

a new job becomes necessary. 

To remove the knive shafts. loosen the hexogen screw inside 
the brassed housing. which locks the socket pin. While holding 
the knife shaft firmly with one hand, you pull the knob with· 

the other hand. For taking the knife shaft out off the fol

ding unit,you move it approximately 1 cm into the same direction. 

The assembling occurs in the same nanner, however. just the other 
way. In order to prevent any axial (end) play, make sure that 
the screw is fitting into the slot, thus by pushing the polished 
hexogen screw. 

How to assemble and adjust creasing knives: 

Rf{ach the creasing knife on a knife holder and hold it 

firmly by use of the swivel nut (bearing holes). A hooked 

spanner is deSignated for loosening and tightening this 
swivel nut. 

If the creasing knife and the upper buckle plate is used for 

a jOb fold. this knife and the swivel nut must be mounted 

to the drive side on the upper knife shaft. If a fold job 


should be made in a lower buckle plate. the creasing knife 

must be installed onto the lower shaft and mounting the 

swivel nut to the operator side of the machine. 
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Place the triUlsporting rollers (wi th radius) on both endings 
of the counter ~ft. These rollers must be set. into POSition 

on both sides of the creasing knives. By increasing or de

creasing the distance between the rollers and the knives you 
uy vary the depth pf creasing. 

How to insta11 ~rforating kn i ves : 

By use of the S~ knive holders and the Swivel nut, which 
are used for the creasing knives, you assemble the perforating
knives onto the knive shafts. 

The knife with its flat side must be assembled with the holder 
insuch a mannner. so that the sharp-edged side is placed into 
the direction to the swivel nut. By keeping the swivel nut 
into the direction of the drive side, the perforating knives 
should be installed ooto the upper shaft. 

The counter Knife is made of hardened steel and has two sharp 
edges. One of these edges should be placed against the flat 
side of the perforating knife. Do not press them finnly together. 
they should touch themselves only lightly! 

If both, the perforating- and thecounter knife, are adjusted, 
then place the smoother onto the squared rod, which is located 
beyond the knife . shaft. 

Use a 15-toothed perforating Knife for heavy and medium paper 
sheets, and for light paper sheets USe a 12-toothed per
forating knife. 

See enclosure TH 35 for additional knives 

How to install cuttifl2 knives: 

The cutting knife must be installed onto the upper Knife 
shaft by use of the Same holder. which is used for the 
scoring Knives (see appendix How to install and adjustII 

" 
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llscoringkn'i"es ). The cutting th'jfe should· be. InsiaIi'ed in 
such a manner tbit the swivel nut is directed to the drive 
side. Once tgaia, tile lower (counter) Knife is a hardened 
steel washer of .~ edges at both sides. One of the sharp 
edges should bepllCedagalnst the flat side of the cutting 
knife. Do ROt preS5 tbeII ftnnly together. they should only 
touch th~lve$lightly. 

How to install the centre bleed trim device: ..._

To produce a c.otre bleed trim a special knife holder is 
used. Assemble the knife (with its flat side against the 
holder) as well as the required washers. and a second Knife 
(with its flat side) into the direction of the swivel nut. 
The width of the holder is suffIcient enough to produce a 
centre bleed tri. of approximately 3/4". 

The lower shaft requires two hardened steel collars. Each 
counter knife IiUst be placed into such a position that it 
lightly tOUChes the flat side of the cutting knife. The 
edge trim device may be fixed to the bar below the knife 
shafts. Place the steel stripper between the lower counter 
knives so that the paper waste is leaded off. 

How youplac;e crei~lng- and cutting knives as well as 
transport rolls Into position: 

Distribute the transport rolls in an equal distance to 
one side of the holder on the upper shaft and. furthennore, 
place the steel washers equally on the lower shaft. The 
transport rolls are serving for the purpose to guide the 
sheets after they have left tIle fold rollers. They also 
support the cutting, perforating or creasing of the 
sheet and lead them to toe next unit (station) or to the 
delivery. 
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How you set the eron carrier's side lay of the 2nd 

folding unit. 

This side lay aay be set to each sheet size. A sheet, which had 

been folded it 'tI:t4 P4rallel unit (1st folding unit). should be 

placed ooto the cross carrier of the 2nd folding unit. Move 

the sidelay out- or Inwards until the edge of the sheet rests 

approximately 1 c= inside the end of the cross carrier. Install 

the guides equally at the side lay throughout the width of the 

sheet COIling froll the first folding unit, so that the sheet 

is kept directly under the ball rail. 


Install thealuml/lU1i smoother bars also throughout the width 


of sheet, to guide it equally into the fold rollers of the 


second folding unit. 


The plastic and steel balls, which are delivered together 


with the cross carrier. have the same effect as those balls 


'at the aligning table of 'the feeder. The Quantity of the balls 

to be used-ind their distribution at the ball rail- are depen

ding on the weight. size and kind of paper which has to be 

processed. 

In order to achieve an exact foldi.ng at unit 2, the guide 

of the cross carrier raay be set by use of the angle adjustment. 

The small plastic screw Is serving as a fixing device, and 

the knurled idler ring serves as an eccenter. 

The sheets: which are leaving the parallel unit to the cross 

http:foldi.ng
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. carrier may be Scupported, by making a height adjustment. The 

rear leg of the cro.$$ ctrrier is equipped with a guide roll, 

thus to be u~ to relief the exact positioning of the 2nd 

folding unit~ Loosen the setting screw to set the cross 

carrier high or low. then lift or drop the complete cross 

carrier table and retighten the setting screw. 


Delivery: 


The delivery, which is delivered together with the folding 

machine, may easily be used at all. exits . 

When the job is finished, the folded sheets are leaded to the 

transport belt of the delivery. There are delivery rolls 

mounted onto a shaft which is placed above the delivery, and 

which may be adjusted in accordance with the different sheet 

sizes. These rolls stop the sheets and keep them on the de

livery tape. In order to prevent that the sheets are falling 

into eachother (which may occur during folding of light 

. paper she~ts). the delivery may be replaced in its height. 

The speed of toe delivery tape may be regulated by a D.C: 

motor. The speed ~y be regulated by use of the potentiom~ter 

(control bottOn) which is located at the control cabinet. The 

operator Rlay achieve the desired stream of the sheets by in

or decreasing the speed of the tape. 

Two cables, i.e. 1 power supply i).nd control cable, are de

livered together with the delivery. If the delivery is used 

1n connection with the parallel section, these cables must 

be plugged into the dstinated sockets of the control cabinet. 

If the 2nd folding unit is to be used, the control cable re

matns at the control cabinet, however, then the supply cable 
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must be plugged into the 2nd folding unit. 

l, 
The quality and quantity of work wich may be produced with the 
MBO folding machine, depends on the care of the operator during 
his adjustment and alignment works. Jam-up's or inaccurate 
foldings, which do not relate to the condition of the pile or 
medanical faults, mostly occur due to inaccurate adjustments 
or settting. In such a case, the operator should investigate 
whether all adjustments or setting are in accordance with the 
Operating Manual. 
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Caution: 

If mechanical failure should occur, all repair works are 
part of qualified service personnel, and therefore must 

be executed by them or under their supervision anI . 
Any disregard of this safety regulation may cause a 

damage to the machine. To avoid any kind of injuries 
do not, under any circumstances, attempt to work on 
or over the machine with tools of any kind while it is 
running. 

Maintenance: 

The entire machine is equipped with sealed ball bearings. 

i.....-_________________~_~__~___~~~_____~ 
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View from 
operator's side 

Running direction 
of sheet 

11 


At installation maKe sure that the teeth of the perfor9ting A = knife are positioned correctly I 
The cutting edge of the perforating or cutting knife must8 = sIt close to the lower part of the cutting edge ! 

The nut of the knife holder 0 must always be screwed onC -- contrary to the running direction of the Knife shafts I 
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x - knife foldi!!iUfll~: 

The new. l~t knife folding unit may be used either as 

crossfold or two...fold unit at the parallel unit (1st), or as 

threefold unit••t 8·page unit (2nd). The fold rollers and 

knlve shafts. u well is the electric gear for the knife drive. 

are operated through the flit belts of the previous folding 

unit. The eiectric supply for the gear and control electronic 

are effected through the cable connection. 

The setting of the fold rollers are ca.rried out with the 

setting screws (1). which are located at the operator's side. 

The transport belt (2) carries the sheet to the sheet stop at 

crossfold unit (3). M1nor corrections as well as angle differ

ences may be levelled out with a setting wheel, Which is 

located at the left side of the machine. According to the 

sheet size. -place stop fingers (6) as much as possible on top 

of the two sheet stops (3 + 7). Side lays with fine adjust

ment (8) are used for lateral sheet guiding. A left turn of the 

grip (10). which is located at the electromagnetic clutch (11) 

effectuates the lowering of,the knife (9), a right turn causes 

the lifting of it. By use of the lever (12) the knife may also 

: be changed In its panllelism to the fold rollers. The knive 

shafts bel~ the fold rollers may, by plug bearings. also be 

taken off like it the parallel uni~. The stream delivery- shall 

be hooked to the rear, if folding jobs are processed at 

parallel fold. When proceSSing crossfold jobs, the stream 

delivery shall be hooked onto the left side of the machine. 

Thge sheets must always be guided below the knife. centricaI 

to the buckle folding unit,if the X - knife folding unit is 
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used at the buckle unit of crossfold. In order to ensure a safe 

guiding of t~ 5heet fro- the parallel unit to the ball rail at 

crossfold unit. i tab1, delivery with yellow tapes must be in

stalled onto the par.llel folding unit. Remove the crossfold 

unit fraa the willer unit. if big sheet sizes have to be pro

cessed. The .rear edge of the sheet; which is und~rneath the 

ball rail. passes the yellow tape and falls onto the cross 

carrier. 

Function: 

The digital knife control activates the knife at the X - knife 

. unit. If t~sheet is passing the photocell. which is placed 

at the ball rlil • .It turns ON the electric control. An impulse 

counter now registers the distance of each cm, of which the 

sheet Is away froM the sheet stop. A figure must be set into 

the dig! tdswltth to activate the impulse CGunter. Please 

note the follOWing instruction: .... 

Setting: 

Turn -the ~ttlRg Wheel (5) to adjust the sheet stop (7). The 

sheet stop 8U$tbe Idjusted to the required sheet size 

according to the sClle. A marking at the end of the sheet 

stop indicates • figure (base setting). which should be stored 

into the digltllCOWlter (14). Push the lever, which is located 

at the left side of the digital ~nfeed to the UP position. 

Example: 

If you read 25 on the scale. store this figure into the digi

tal infeed. The knife is activated inmediately upon arrival 

of the she~t at the sheet stop. 
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Delay: 	 If the $beet requires a longer period of time until its 

fina.l reach of the sheet stop, you should store a higher 

wfigure for ~le 30 - into the digital infeed. i.e. 

the ~t .....lfti Ii as longer at the stop point. where

fore~ kR1fe'i~lse Is released 5 cm later. 

Acceleration: To tchleve a higher production. you should select 

a lower figure as used it for the base setting. 

,for exaaple 20 instead of 25, i.e. the k.nife im

·pulse i$ effected 5 em earlier. wherefore the 

knife activates 5 em earl ier. 

Attention: The increase of .., speed from 2 em to approximately 

5 01 .ay be .carried out at pre-perforated sheets. 

For acceleration or delay of the impulse you should 

ilWi¥$ Cirry out the base setting at first. and 

·thereif¥r the digital infeed. Hak.e sure that the 

sheet$ are stopping at sheet stop before the k.nife 

. Is activated. If a lower figure has been stored, the 

knife BOves before the sheet has reached the sheet 

stop. 

Sheet eXUlinatloo! 

The photocell llso serves as examlnator of bad folded sheets, 

double sheeu or jUl uP's. If the digital infeed has reached 

25, and if the sheet has still nQt passed the photocell. no 

iMPUlse will occur And the machine turns OFF automatically. 

Sheet control at parallel fold: 

If you move the lever to the lower position. then the photocell 

serves as sheet control after the parallel fold. If the folded 
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sheet is 10 ~ long. $et the digital switch to 14. The machine 

is now rUnQlng COfJttlWOU$ly uoti 1 a sheet, which is not longer 

than 10 CII. puses the pbotocell. Howe.... er, if a sheet is longer 

than 10 CII the 1D4dl1ne stops autoolatically. 

If such kind ofcoPtroI is not desired, set the digital switch 

'. 
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